TIME LINE

November 15, 2019 – **Registration deadline** for the 2020 tournament. Each team will be informed of the name and contact details of her assigned Weizmann physics counsellor.

**October-December: Local teachers / Mentors and teams**

During this period of time, the teams are required to submit their safe concepts to local mentors, discuss the ideas, build a prototype and work on the development of the safe. The process should include **regular discussions, presentations of videos** demonstrating the progress and functionality of the safe.

**Required feedback and approvals from Weizmann Counselors:**

1. **Prior** to approval of the **safe ideas**, mentors are required to discuss the concepts with their Weizmann consultant and receive the approval of the ideas.
2. While developing the safe- **mentors are required to discuss safety issues** as well as the **two physics riddles**, with Weizmann consultant.
3. Final approval of the **built safe** – **mentors are required to submit a video demonstrating the functional safe of their team, safe description and cracking instructions.**

**January 17, 2020** – **Final Deadline for approval of the safe** - **Local teachers / Mentors and Weizmann counsellor:** update and discuss the progress of the teams, including videos, photos and documents. Receive approval of the Weizmann’s counsellor.

**February 21, 2020** –**Final Deadline for submission** - **Local teachers / Mentors and Weizmann counselour:** in order to receive the final approval of the safes, the following steps are required:

a. Provide a **video** of the functioning safe (functionality).

b. Provide all related **documents** of the safe: **Safe description** including photo of the safe (according to template), **cracking instructions** (according to template).

Note: The judges will receive these documents a week prior to the tournament.

**March 22-26, 2020** - **The 2019 International tournament Week** and **International Teachers’ Conference**